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Report from the President and Director

HumaNistiC kNowledge CaN be obtaiNed oNly by a HumaN miNd 

tHat patieNtly mixes its labor witH tHe objeCt, staNdiNg iN 

liviNg relatioN to its material aNd—iN tHe Case of publisHed 

sCHolarsHip—to its audieNCe.
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of  
 

 all the things in this world that 

“go together like a horse and 

carriage,” few pair bonds are as 

tight as “the humanities” and “crisis.” after all, 

love and marriage, in the words of the sweet, 

dopey frank sinatra song, are not inevitably 

conjoined, any more than peanut butter and 

jelly, scotch and soda, or lox and bagels. but 

the humanities and crisis are inseparable. 

to consider the terms together, as if they each 

represented an aspect of the other, is to clarify 

the meaning of both. a crisis is a rupture, a 

sudden shattering that puts at risk or in 

jeopardy every confident expectation we had. 

the crying need, in times of crisis, is for a 

reassuring sense of predictability, continuity, 

regularity, a sense that we have not suddenly 

been pitched into an incomprehensible new 

world, that others have encountered and 

outfaced such disruptions in the past, and  

that we have sustaining cultural resources 

within our grasp—a sense, in short, of the 

humanities. Crisis calls forth the humanities, 

which find their most compelling raison  

d’être in crisis. 

many of the crises in which the humanities 

have been invoked involve some unpleasant 

feature of modernity, including mechanization, 

specialization, industrialization, the dominance 

of ideology, the erosion of long–familiar customs 

or codes, the decline or loss or abandonment 

of this or that or the other. in response to such 

crises, those flying the flag of the humanities 

have announced an urgent need for a renewal 

of heritage, history, context, nuance, singular-

ity, depth, value, or character. the very first 

work (of many) to appear with the title “Crisis 

in the Humanities” argued that humanists 

were inherently antitechnological, that they 

were essentially craftsmen locked in a struggle 

against more modern, but soulless ways of 

understanding. a sense of doom pervades the 

volume, with humanists, cast as “the artisanate 

of cognition,” fighting the good fight against 

the mighty forces of technology and science. 

interestingly, the year this work appeared 

(1964) is considered by many to be smack in 

the middle of the golden age of the humani-

ties, when things were really going well. 

on those infrequent occasions when external 

threats seem temporarily to have been neutralized, 

new crises often arise within the humanities 

themselves, as if in demonstration of Nietzsche’s 

aphorism, “in times of peace, the warlike man 

attacks himself.” and then there are times 

when the humanities are threatened by crises 

both external and internal. we are living 

through one of those times, when many are 

saying that the larger culture is morally and 

politically adrift, badly in need of humanistic 

wisdom, but that the humanities—fractured, 

self–interested, and out of favor—are in no 

position to offer it. will there ever be an end to 
cascading crises? the answer is easy: no. 

but if crises are part of the ordinary rhythms 

of the humanities, does this mean that the 

humanities are always going to flourish? the 

answer to this question is surely no as well: 

nothing in this world is indestructible, including 

the world. but perhaps the real danger for the 

humanities, and for the society whose deeper 

interests they serve, are those developments 

that arrive not in warlike garb, speaking an 

alien tongue (“education is job training!”) and 

brandishing weapons, but those that come in 

the guise of friendship, offering managerial  

assistance in the form of “increased access” or 
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“economies of scale.” and even in such cases, 

care must be taken to distinguish friend from 

foe. judgment—a specialty of humanistic 

learning—is required. 

take the case of digital technology. on the  

one hand, data science has demonstrated an 

undeniable capacity to aggregate, organize, 

and present information in new and striking 

ways, enabling scholars not just to answer 

traditional questions with new tools but to 

pose different, sometimes much larger  

questions to much larger “data sets,” and  

to represent their findings in new ways.  

many of the prospects opened up by  

technology are exciting even to scholars  

who pride themselves on their artisanal  

skills and sensibility. 

on the other hand, however, some innovations 

associated with technology demand a more 

cautious and even vigilant response from 

humanists. the forms of “distance learning” in 

which many leading universities are investing 

so heavily today, for example, pose a real 

challenge to the humanities. the recent rise of 

mooCs—massive open online Courses that 

can enroll many thousands of students all over 

the world—is being touted as a wave crashing 

inexorably on the shores, pulverizing a few 

sand castles perhaps, but carrying astonishing 

democratizing benefits in the form of vastly 

increased access to famous lecturers who 

otherwise remain within the cloistered walls of 

expensive colleges and universities, and 

offering institutions a thrilling way to reduce 

their instructional budgets. the jury is still out 

on that second promise, but the questions that 

academics, students, and parents must ask 

concern the specific impact of mooCs on the 

educational experience. 

perhaps the “right–answer” disciplines in 

which the application of a teachable method 

leads to a single correct result can welcome 

the advent of mooCs with a clean conscience. 

but the humanistic disciplines are different. 

Consider a typical case: a well–known professor 

offers a mooC in, say, the political history of 

france from 1789 to 1848. it’s a great set of 

sepTember 13–25  
project Talks 
shortly after labor day, as the 
fellowship year begins, fellows 
gather daily before lunch to  
present 5–minute talks on their 
projects. these talks not only 
demonstrate the intellectual 
breadth of fellows’ research 
interests but reveal common 
themes and interests that fellows 
will pursue in ad hoc seminars 
and discussion groups during  
the year. sepTember 13  

public lecture
NHC president and director 
geoffrey Harpham kicks off this 
year’s public lecture series with a 

talk entitled “finding ourselves: 
the Humanities as a discipline.” 
the series continues monthly 
throughout the fall with independent 
scholar pamela long (william 
j. bouwsma fellow) discussing 
“engineering, topography, and 
knowledge in late sixteenth–
Century rome,” dyan H. elliott 
(kent r. mullikin fellow) from 
Northwestern university on “the 
medieval Church as a school for 
scandal,” and stefan r. Collini 
(birkelund fellow) from the  
university of Cambridge on 
“Complex words: History in  
english literary Criticism.”

Pamela Long
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lectures, delivered with the style and authority 

for which the professor is (increasingly) famous. 

but it is not the same course that the students 

at the professor’s university would receive, 

because while the students in a classroom can 

see, hear, question, and be challenged by the 

professor, the mooC students—or rather 

customers—have no such opportunities.  

Nor can online students feel the professor’s 

patterns of emphasis, her force and tone, her 

slight hesitations or abrupt interventions, the 

way she deals with unexpected questions,  

the way she grades your papers. moreover,  

the classroom students, being observed by  

the professor, are under some pressure to 

repay the interest, while the attention of the 

customers looking at a screen in an office, a 

basement, a coffee shop, can wander or depart 

without penalty, and often does. the difference 

between a professor and a digitized image of a 

professor is deceptively immense. 

Nor is the digital difference confined to the 

student. if a mooC is offered for credit at a 

number of universities, the professors working 

in that field at those other universities suffer an 

immediate loss of status. they are reduced to 

secondary figures offering footnotes, minor 

adjustments, little quarrels with the main line 

of analysis or argument as presented by the 

rich, famous digital professor, who must 

appear somewhat larger than life, not least 

because he or she is sponsored by a large 

corporation scrambling for market share. 

actual human beings, students and professors 

alike, are diminished as the scene of instruction 

is industrialized. 

since the time of socrates, the acquisition of 

cultural knowledge and insight has been an 

intimate and deliberate process, like slow 

food—for thought. Humanistic observation, 

analysis, argumentation—all these are conveyed 

if not directly, as socrates did with the young 

men who clustered around him, then in a 

discourse that combines observation and 

analysis with interpretation, judgment, evaluation. 

Humanistic knowledge can be obtained only 

sepTember 28
“Chinese literature as  
World literature”
during a lunchtime seminar for 
fellows, visiting scholar wang 
Ning leads a discussion of 
Chinese literature in the world 
literary canon. He is professor of 
english and comparative literature 
and director of the Center for 
Comparative literature and  
Cultural studies at tsinghua  
university, and Zhiyuan Chair 
professor of Humanities at 
shanghai jiao tong university.

oCTober 5   
“a Conversation on 
Digital humanities”
as part of the ongoing triangle 
digital Collaborative series with 
visiting scholars working in the 
digital humanities, alan liu from 
the university of California,  
santa barbara gives a lunchtime 
presentation to fellows and 
guests about current trends  
and developments in digital  
humanities scholarship.

Wang Ning
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by a human mind that patiently mixes its labor 

with the object, standing in living relation to 

its material and—in the case of published 

scholarship—to its audience. 

the National Humanities Center itself is not 

just predicated but literally built on the primacy 

of the personal and the interpersonal. you can 

see it in the building, with its monastic cells 

built for one person only and its collective 

dining area. the fourteen hundred scholars 

who have been supported by the Center since 

1978 have been welcomed one person, and one 

class, at a time. the human scale and character 

of the program have been major factors in the 

Center’s success and in the productivity of its 

fellows. like good men, optimal conditions for 

scholarly work are hard to find: in the maelstrom 

of the modern university, it can be surprisingly 

difficult to enjoy either uninterrupted solitude 

or genuinely free exchange, both of which are, 

as it were, built into the Center. 

the force of the personal is present at every 

level in the fellowship program. all of our 

twenty–nine endowed fellowships are named 

for those who endowed them or those who 

inspired those who endowed them. firmly in 

the latter category is the kent mullikin fellowship, 

named for the Center’s longtime vice president 

for scholarly programs, endowed by his friends 

and admirers and awarded for the first time in 

2012–13 to dyan elliott (history, Northwestern 

university). in 2013–14, we will award two 

other fellowships for the first time: the ruth w. 

and a. morris williams, jr. fellowship, and the 

first endowed version of the fellows’ fellow-

ship. for many years, this latter fellowship was 

supported in large part by gifts from past 

fellows; but support from the andrew w. 

mellon foundation, as well as gifts from 

several trustees and—most movingly—over 

two hundred fellows has enabled us to create 

an endowment. it is always a great pleasure to 

welcome the new class of scholars to the 

Center by telling them the stories behind the 

fellowships they hold (see p.14). 

oCTober 18–19
board of Trustees meeting
the Center’s trustees gather  
for their fall meeting. on  
thursday afternoon, october 
18th, trustees richard brodhead 
and gerald early (fellow 2001–02) 
along with fellow stefan Collini 
participate in a panel discus-
sion chaired by trustee mary 
brown bullock on “justifying the 
Humanitities: How, why, and to 
whom?” at dinner that evening 
trustees, fellows, and staff salute 
trustee patricia spacks (fellow 
1982–83, 1988–89) for nearly 20 
years of service.

DeCember 3  
The Fellows’ Tree
as part of a long–standing  
tradition, fellows and staff gather 
with their families to decorate 
a tree in the birkelund lounge 
with ornaments they have made, 
along with those contributed by 
fellows from prior years. fellows 
take turns sharing stories about 
the deeper significance of their 
decorative contributions. JaNuary 7  

preview screening of  
The Abolitionists
in collaboration with uNC–tv,  
the Center presents a preview 
screening of the pbs miniseries 
The Abolitionists featuring a short 
talk from historian Heather  
williams (fellow 2007–08) from 
the university of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill. 
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maintaining a human scale and feel is especially 

important in our programs in education, which 

are entirely dependent on digital technology. 

over the years, we have worked constantly to 

maintain the right balance. our educational 

resources, the teaching anthologies and the 

teacherserve® archives, are available for free 

online, and have received over 700,000 visits 

with no sign of deceleration. but those resources 

(which must be seen to be believed; check our 

website) solicit individual attention. the 

teaching anthologies, for example, consist not 

of textbook reductions but of primary documents 

—newspaper articles, speeches, letters, works 

of art, photographs, and so forth—whose 

meaning depends on processes of analysis, 

contextualization, and interpretation that 

cannot be reduced to the mere transmission of 

information. Humanistic understanding occurs 

one brain at a time, even if it is greatly facilitated 

by direct contact with others. this conviction 

also informs the interactive online professional 

development seminars for high school teachers 

that the Center offers. in 2012–13, we reached 

nearly fifteen hundred teachers through this 

program, but in each seminar, teachers were 

able to converse—digitally but actually—with  

a leading scholar. 

the Center’s primary outreach project in  

2012–13, the multiyear, multidisciplinary, 

multidimensional “Human rights and the 

Humanities” initiative, is also designed to 

address large issues to a large audience. the 

audience is reached through technology, but 

the issues are approached by individual 

scholars in conversation with others. these 

conversations take place in the first instance 

through a series of international conferences 

held at the Center (see p. 49). but the conference 

proceedings are available to a much larger 

audience online through our website; and 

when the conferences end in march 2014, we 

will create an online pedagogical resource that 

will serve the large and growing number of 

college and university teachers who want to 

teach about this difficult concept from a 

humanistic perspective. 

JaNuary 10  
public lecture
local friends, fellows, and staff 
gather to hear fred anderson 
(archie k. davis fellow) from the 
university of Colorado, boulder 
and andrew Cayton (frank H. 
kenan fellow) from miami  
university discuss “our own 
dark ages: the Colonial period 
and the story of america.” later 
in the spring, ruth morse (Carl 
and lily pforzheimer foundation 
fellow) from the université 
paris–diderot, sorbonne, talks 
about “murder as a fine art:  
the ethics of Crime fiction”; 
jairo moreno (rockefeller  
fellow) from the university of  
pennsylvania presents “aurality 

and Historicism: making latin 
american music ‘latin’ ”; and 
morna o’Neill (benjamin N.  
duke fellow) from wake forest 
university presents “the  
decorative art of display:  
the Case of Hugh lane  
(1875–1915).”

February 15–16  
selection Committee
the fellowship selection  
Committee meets to make final  
selections for the Class of 
2013–14. its members are  
james engell (english, Harvard 
university), david t. gies
(spanish, university of virginia), 
alan s. taylor (history, university 
of California, davis), larry s. 

temkin (philosophy, rutgers 
university), judith r. walkowitz 
(history, johns Hopkins university), 
and barbara e. will (english, 
dartmouth College). trustee 
bruce redford also attends. 

Barbara Will and Alan Davis
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humanities. but this only confirms the point 

that the humanities flourish in crisis—on the 

condition, of course, that humanists can find 

ways of turning crisis to account not just for 

the benefit of the humanities, but of humanity. 

the two conferences the Center has organized 

on this theme have included participants from 

around the world, including, in march 2013, 

two participants from China, daniel bell and 

wang Hui, both of tsinghua university in 

beijing. the Center’s ties with China have 

strengthened over the past year, as we entered 

into an agreement with a number of Chinese 

universities to bring three scholars to the Center 

for each of the next four years, beginning in 

fall 2014. this initiative will be funded by the 

Chinese universities whose scholars are select-

ed, and by the luce foundation, and will serve as 

the cornerstone of what we hope will be a 

range of activities involving the Center and  

its fellows. 

Considered in the abstract, digital technology, 

human rights, and China might seem, for 

different reasons, to represent crises for the 

February 21  
“bridging the micro–macro  
Divide with Digital humanities”
stanford historian Zephyr frank 
leads a luncheon seminar as part 
of the ongoing triangle digital 
Collaborative series with visiting 
scholars working in the digital 
humanities.

marCh 21–22  
“human rights and  
the humanities” 
the Center holds its second 
annual conference on “Human 
rights and the Humanities.” 
focusing on the role of the state 
in human rights concerns, the 
conference opens with a keynote 
address from michael ignati-
eff (university of toronto and 
Harvard kennedy school) and a 
response from trustee emerita 
jean bethke elshtain (fellow 
2000–2001) from the univer-
sity of Chicago and georgetown 
university. for more on “Human 
rights and the Humanities,”  
see p. 40.

april 10–12  
board of Trustees meeting
the board of trustees conducts 
its spring meeting. festivities 
include a Carolina pig pickin’  
on the evening of the 11th and 
remarks from trustee morris wil-
liams on the vital importance of 
the humanities. earlier in  
the day a forum was held on  
“possibilities of digital scholar-
ship” featuring presentations 
from Caroline bruzelius (fellow 
2003–04) and joshua sosin (fel-
low 2012–13) from duke univer-
sity and joseph viscomi (fellow 
2006–07) from the university of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

L–R: Trustee Sally Robinson, NHC Staff Jean Houston and  
Carol Vorhaus, and trustee Elizabeth Oberbeck.

Zephyr Frank
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(l–r): former trustee  

robert post,  

daNiel bell, aNd 

riCHard wilsoN

waNg Hui

may 17  
year–end party
fellows and staff gather for a 
farewell celebration as fellows 
begin preparations to depart.

JuNe 2–21  
Jessie ball dupont summer 
seminar for liberal arts  
College Faculty
starting off the Center’s  
summer programs is a seminar 
on “Cross–Cultural encounters 
and exchanges in the age of 
empire” led by dane kennedy 
(fellow 2010–11), elmer louis 
kayser professor of History and 
international affairs at george 
washington university. 

JuNe 23–28  
summer institutes in  
literary studies 
early–career scholars of literature 
from around the country come 
to participate in seminars on 
“versions of The Winter’s Tale: 
theater, literature, film and 
philosophy” led by sarah beckwith 
(fellow 2012–13), professor of 
english and theater studies at 
duke university, and “tom  
mcCarthy’s Remainder” led by 
walter benn michaels, professor 
of english at the university of 
illinois at Chicago.

JuNe 26  
pat schreiber retires
to wish longtime operations 
manager, pat schreiber, the best 
on her upcoming retirement, 
the staff of the Center hosts an 
afternoon tea. 

L–R: Trustee Sally Robinson, NHC Staff Jean Houston and  
Carol Vorhaus, and trustee Elizabeth Oberbeck.

Pat Schreiber and James Getkin
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Scholarly Programs

Pictured above: Fellows Stefan Collini and Christia Mercer

at tHis poiNt iN our life as a Culture, a CoNtiNuiNg HumaNistiC 

reexamiNatioN of our assumptioNs, our iNertias, our best Hopes, may be oNe  

of tHe most geNuiNely praCtiCal eNterprises iN wHiCH we Could eNgage.

 – John Sitter, Fellow (1978–79)
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the 
thirty–three scholars 
who comprised the 
Center’s 2012–13 
class of fellows 

created a lively intellectual community during 
their residency. Collaboration came instinctively 
to this cohort of fellows, and the presence of  
a pair of historians engaged in a decades–long 
intellectual partnership made immediately 
clear the benefits of scholarly collaboratives. 
seven seminars were formed within the first 
few weeks, and several fellows participated  
in more than one of the following groups 
throughout the year: objects and materiality; 
philosophy; latin translating; shakespeare’s 
History plays; philosophy, literature and the 
Human; History writing; and writing and its 
publics. these formal discussions were 
animated by the diversity of fellows’ back-
grounds and interests. fellows came to the 
Center from Canada, france, Hungary, japan, 
the united kingdom, and the united states, 
where fellowship recipients were drawn from 
sixteen states and the district of Columbia. 
research agendas were just as diverse, with 
scholars working on projects in anthropology, 
art history, classics, history, linguistics, 
literature, music history, philosophy, and 
religion. disciplinary categories cannot convey 
the richness of cultural inquiry undertaken by 
this year’s fellows, whose areas of expertise 
included Chinese literature and history, 
contemporary latin american music, early 
modern european history and poetry, modern 
japanese history, ancient greek thought, 
atlantic history, medieval european culture, 
and colonial american history.

distinguished visitors to the Center further 
enlivened scholarly exchange. one of China’s 
leading literary scholars, wang Ning  
(tsinghua university), commenced the 

visitors’ program with a week–long residency 
and a seminar on world literature. subsequent 
visits by two scholars renowned for their 
contributions to the ongoing development of 
digital humanities—alan liu (university of 
California, santa barbara) and Zephyr frank 
(stanford university)—prompted ongoing 
conversations about the possibilities of digital 
research and the role of new media in the 
dissemination of scholarship. 

after a decade under the direction of richard  
schramm, the summer institutes in literary 
studies (sils) and the sias summer institutes 
have shifted from the purview of education 
programs and now reside with scholarly 
programs. the sils program emphasizes the 
close reading of a single work of literature. 
this year’s conveners sarah beckwith (duke 
university; fellow 1994–95, 2012–13) and walter 
benn michaels (university of illinois at Chicago) 
each led a week–long seminar for twenty 
early- career scholars. professor beckwith’s 
seminar focused on shakespeare’s The Winter’s 
Tale while professor michaels’s group studied 
tom mcCarthy’s novel Remainder. the following 
month, in july, the sias summer institute 
“scenes from the History of the image: reading 
two millennia of Conflict” commenced its 
two–week program. twenty recent phds and 
advanced doctoral candidates—half from the 
united states and half from europe—came to 
the Center for two weeks of intense discussion 
of literary, philosophical, and theological texts 
under the direction of co–conveners thomas 
pfau (duke university; fellow 2010 –11) and 
david womersley (oxford university). Next 
year, this group will reconstitute itself at the 
wissenschaftskolleg zu berlin where participants 
will present their own projects related to the 
theme of pictorial representation, iconophilia, 
and iconoclasm.
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Work of the felloWs  
Class of 2012–2013
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fred anderson worked jointly with andrew Cayton on a draft  
of their book Imperial America, 1672–1764. He also wrote an 
essay on “the seven years’ war” for The West Point History  
of Warfare. anderson is professor of history at the university  
of Colorado, boulder.

anthony p. bale drafted The Book of Margery Kempe, a new 
translation and edition to be published by oxford university 
press. He wrote “belligerent literacy, bookplates, and graffiti: 
dorothy Helbarton’s book” to appear in Book Destruction; and 
“god’s Cell: the jerusalem prison of Christ, the History of  
purgatory, and medieval prehistories of prison writing.”  
bale is professor of medieval studies at birkbeck College, 
university of london.

sarah beckwith wrote several chapters of her book on  
shakespeare’s late tragedies and “shakespeare’s private  
linguists” for an edited volume on shakespeare and religion. 
beckwith is professor of english and theater studies at  
duke university.

fred aNdersoN
(Archie K. Davis Fellow)

aNtHoNy p. bale
(Walter Hines Page Fellow*)

saraH beCkwitH
(M. H. Abrams Fellow)
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paula C. blank drafted three chapters of her book SHAKESPLISH: 
How We Read Shakespeare’s Language, under contract with 
stanford university press, and wrote “introducing intrelinguistics” 
for Interlinguicity: Language, Internationality, and Shakespeare. 
blank is professor of english at the College of william and mary.

paula C. blaNk
(National Endowment for the Humanities Fellow) 

CyNtHia j. brokaw
(Henry Luce Fellow) 

aNdrew CaytoN
(Frank H. Kenan Fellow) 

Cynthia j. brokaw made progress on her book Transforming  
the Frontier: Education, Book Culture, and the Rise of “Sichuan 
Learning.” she coedited and coauthored the introduction to  
The History of the Book in East Asia (ashgate, 2013) and wrote 
“spreading Civilization: the distribution of Commercial 
imprints in late imperial China” to appear in a volume of 
proceedings of the fourth international Conference on  
sinology. brokaw is professor of history at brown university.

andrew Cayton worked jointly with fred anderson on a draft  
of their book Imperial America, 1672–1764. He also finished 
Love in the Time of Revolution: Transatlantic Literary Radicalism 
and Historical Change, 1793–1818 (uNC press, 2013) and  
“the authority of the imagination in an age of wonder” for  
the Journal of the Early Republic (2013). Cayton is university 
distinguished professor of History at miami university.
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paula C. blaNk
(National Endowment for the Humanities Fellow) 

raNdolpH k. Clarke
(Delta Delta Delta Fellow) 

stefaN ColliNi
(Birkelund Fellow) 

dyaN H. elliott
(Kent R. Mullikin Fellow) 

randolph k. Clarke completed his book Omissions: Agency, 
Metaphysics, and Responsibility, under contract with oxford 
university press; “freedom, responsibility, and omitting to 
act,” forthcoming in Libertarian Free Will: Essays for Robert 
Kane; “Negligent action and unwitting omission,” forthcoming 
in Surrounding Free Will; and “some theses on desert” for 
Philosophical Explorations. in addition, he coauthored “Causation, 
Norms, and omissions: a study of Causal judgments” for  
Philosophical Psychology and “free will and agential powers.” 
Clarke is professor of philosophy at florida state university.

stefan Collini drafted a chapter of his book The Nostalgic 
Imagination: Literary Criticism in British Culture; prepared an 
edition of f. r. leavis, Two Cultures? (Cambridge university 
press); and drafted the introduction for a new edition of  
william empson, The Structure of Complex Words (oxford 
university press). Collini is professor of intellectual history  
and english literature at the university of Cambridge.

dyan H. elliott drafted two chapters of her book Scandal: A 
Hidden Force in Medieval Church History and wrote a historical 
novel A Hole in the Heavens. she also wrote “the Counterfactual 
twelfth Century” to be included in Christianity and Culture in 
the Middle Ages: A Volume in Honor of John Van Engen and 
“Clerical sexuality” for the forthcoming Oxford Handbook of 
Theology, Sexuality, and Gender. elliott is peter b. ritzma 
professor of the Humanities at Northwestern university.



kereN gorodeisky
(Philip Quinn Fellow) 

CatHeriNe Higgs
(John E. Sawyer Fellow) 

patriCia Clare iNgHam
(National Endowment for the Humanities Fellow)

keren gorodeisky completed most of her book A Matter of 
Form: Kant on the Judgment of Beauty and “No poetry, No 
reality: schlegel, wittgenstein, fiction, and reality” for inclusion 
in The Relevance of Romanticism. gorodeisky is associate 
professor of philosophy at auburn university.

Catherine Higgs spent the year working on her book Sisters for 
Justice: Religion and Political Transformation in Apartheid South 
Africa. she also submitted revisions for the forthcoming 2013 
paperback edition of Chocolate Islands: Cocoa, Slavery, and 
Colonial Africa, published in cloth and as an e–book by ohio 
university press in 2012. Higgs is professor of history and vice 
chair of africana studies at the university of tennessee in knoxville.

patricia Clare ingham wrote a complete draft of her book 
Medieval / NEW: Novelty, Innovation, and Ethics; edited an issue 
of Exemplaria: A Journal of Theory in Medieval and Renaissance 
Studies; and began revising “the witch and the Hysteric” for 
publication as a chapbook by punctum books. ingham is 
associate professor of english and medieval studies at indiana 
university bloomington.
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saNjay krisHNaN
(National Endowment for the Humanities Fellow)

marCia kupfer
(Allen W. Clowes Fellow) 

pamela o. loNg
(William J. Bouwsma Fellow) 

sanjay krishnan drafted several chapters of his book The Novel 
and Historical Derangement. He also prepared two essays for 
Modern Fiction Studies: “edward said, mahmood mamdani,  
v. s. Naipaul: rethinking postcolonial studies” (2012); and 
“formative dislocation in Naipaul’s The Enigma of Arrival” (2013). 
krishnan is associate professor of english at boston university.

marcia kupfer revised six chapters of her book From  
Panoramic Survey to Mirror Reflection: Art and Optics in the 
Hereford Mappa Mundi and wrote “the Noachide dispersion  
in english mappae mundi c. 960–c. 1130” for Peregrinations: 
Journal of Medieval Art and Architecture (2013). kupfer is an 
independent scholar.

pamela o. long wrote a chapter of her book Rome Restored: 
Knowledge, Power, and Engineering, 1557–1590 and edited a 
booklet on Technology and Society in the Ancient Greek and 
Roman Worlds. long is an independent historian.
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CHristia merCer
(Josephus Daniels Fellow*, fall semester) 

robert e. mitCHell
(Duke Endowment Fellow) 

emese mogyorÓdi
(Donnelley Family Fellow) 

Christia mercer worked on her book Radical Rationalists  
and completed two articles: “leibniz’s Theodicy and radical 
rationalism” in Leibniz’s “Theodicy” and “anne Conway’s  
metaphysics of sympathy” for Feminist History in Philosophy. 
mercer is gustave m. berne professor of philosophy at  
Columbia university.

robert e. mitchell spent the year working on his book  
Experimental Life: Vitalism in Romantic Science and Literature, 
forthcoming from johns Hopkins university press. He also 
wrote several articles including “access, entanglement, and 
prosociality” for the American Journal of Bioethics; “population 
rituals in romantic and post–romantic literature” in Romantic 
Constellations; and “biopolitics and population aesthetics.” 
mitchell is associate professor of english and director of the 
Center for interdisciplinary studies in science and Cultural 
theory at duke university.

emese mogyorÓdi drafted three chapters of her book  
Mysticism and Metaphysics in Parmenides. she also finished  
“the rhetorical power of socratic dialectic: socrates’ refutation  
of gorgias,” forthcoming in The Human Voyage of Self–Discovery, 
and “realism, idealism and rationalism in parmenides: Notes 
on Non–identity interpretations of fr. 3.” mogyoródi is professor  
of philosophy at the university of szeged.
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jairo a. moreNo
(Rockefeller Fellow) 

rutH morse
(Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation Fellow) 

Carla suZaN Nappi
(Hurford Family Fellow) 

jairo a. moreno completed a large portion of his book  
Syncopated Modernities: Musical Latin–Americanisms in the  
US, 1978–2008 and “difference unthought” for inclusion  
in Rethinking Difference: Changing the Subject in Musical  
Scholarship. moreno is associate professor of music at the 
university of pennsylvania.

ruth morse revised her book Imagined Histories: Fictions of  
the Past from Bede to Shakespeare. she completed work on 
Continuum Great Shakespeareans, vol. 14 (bloomsbury, 2013) 
which she edited, and Medieval Shakespeare: Pasts and Presents 
which she coedited (Cambridge university press, 2013).  
in addition, she drafted an introduction to the forthcoming 
Cambridge Companion to Crime Fiction which she is editing, 
and wrote an essay on marlowe’s edward ii for Shakespeare 
Quarterly. morse is professor of english at université paris 
diderot (sorbonne paris Cité).

Carla suzan Nappi made substantial progress on her book 
Illegible Cities: Translating Early Modern China and wrote 
several chapters of Qing Bodies: Exercises in Style. she worked 
on three essays: “Constellation”; “folding China: the early 
modern as act and object”; and “translating the medieval 
world” forthcoming in the Medieval Globe. Nappi is Canada 
research chair and assistant professor of history at the university 
of british Columbia.

*Supported by an endowment fund established by the Research Triangle Foundation
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CHristopHer t. NelsoN
(Burkhardt Fellow of the American Council of Learned Societies)

morNa e. o’Neill
(Benjamin N. Duke Fellow*, spring semester)

miCHael peNN
(Burkhardt Fellow of the American Council of Learned Societies)

Christopher t. Nelson wrote three chapters of his book Dreaming 
of the Dragon King: The Rhythms of Everyday Life in Contemporary 
Japan. He finished “you were right about the stars: reading the 
patterns of the everyday in postwar okinawa” for Spaces of 
Possibility, a special issue of the journal boundary2, and revised 
“dances of memory, dances of oblivion: the politics of performance 
in Contemporary japan” for Asia Pacific Journal: Japan Focus. He 
continued work on a translation of Koryūkyū, a collection of essays 
by iha fuyū. Nelson is associate professor of anthropology and 
global studies at the university of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

morna e. o’Neill worked on her book Decoration and Display: 
British Art and International Exhibitions, 1888–1910. o’Neill is 
assistant professor of art history at wake forest university.

michael penn drafted most of his book When Christians First Met 
Muslims: A Sourcebook of the Earliest Syriac Writings on Islam and 
completed revisions for Imaging Islam: Syriac Christianity and the 
Reimagining of Early Christian–Muslim Relations. He also finished 
“jacob of edessa’s Defining Christianity: an introduction, edition, and 
translation” for the Journal of Eastern Christian Studies (2012); 
“demons gone wild: an introduction, edition, and translation of 
the syriac Qenneshre Fragment” for Orientalia Christiana Periodica; 
and “melania’s afterlife” for an edited volume. penn is associate 
professor of religion at mount Holyoke College.
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jeremy d. popkiN
(John Hope Franklin Fellow)

iaN N. proops
(GlaxoSmithKline Fellow)

doNald m. reid
(John G. Medlin, Jr. Fellow)

jeremy d. popkin spent the year working on his book Freedom 
and Unfreedom in the Age of Revolution. He also wrote “thermidor, 
slavery, and the ‘affaire des colonies’ ” for French Historical 
Studies; “jean–jacques dessalines, Norbert thoret and the 
Haitian declaration of independence” for inclusion in a volume 
of conference papers; “un–silencing the Haitian revolution”; 
and “life in the ruins: personal Narratives and the Haitian 
earthquake of 2010.” popkin is t. marshall Hahn, jr. professor 
of History at the university of kentucky.

ian N. proops wrote four chapters of his book Reason’s Fiery 
Critique: Kant and Speculative Metaphysics. He also completed 
“kant on the ontological argument” for Noûs; “russellian 
acquaintance revisited” for the Journal of the History of  
Philosophy; and “kant on the Cosmological argument” for 
Philosophers’ Imprint. proops is professor of philosophy at  
the university of texas at austin.

donald m. reid completed two–thirds of his book The Factory Is 
Where the Workers Are: Constructing Democracy and Community 
Chez Lip and wrote “larzac in the long 1968 and after” for 
French Politics, Culture and Society. reid is professor of history 
at the university of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

*Supported by an endowment fund established by the Research Triangle Foundation



Craige roberts
(Delta Delta Delta Fellow)

liNda m. rupert
(Rockefeller Foundation Fellow; Fellows’ Fellow)

josHua d. sosiN
(Robert F. and Margaret S. Goheen Fellow)

Craige roberts made substantial progress on her book  
Reference in Context, under contract with oxford university 
press; completed “accommodation in a language game”  
to appear in a volume on the philosophy of david lewis;  
and coauthored “what’s at issue?” roberts is professor  
of linguistics and adjunct professor of philosophy at ohio  
state university.

linda m. rupert made substantial progress on her book 
Fugitives to Freedom: Inter–Colonial Marronage, Colonial 
Rivalries, and Imperial Jurisdiction in the Early Modern  
Caribbean and made final revisions for “ ‘seeking the water of 
baptism’: fugitive slaves and imperial jurisdiction in the early 
modern Caribbean” for an edited volume Legal Pluralism and 
Empires, 1500–1850 (2013). rupert is associate professor of 
history at the university of North Carolina at greensboro.

joshua d. sosin completed four articles, including “Notes  
on inscriptions” for Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik 
(2013), “taxing aliens,” “endowed ‘festivals’ on delos,” and 
“sweet Charities: endowments and taxation in the Hellenistic 
period.” He also made substantial progress on three others,  
as part of his project on Hellentistic charitable foundations.  
sosin is associate professor of classical studies and history  
at duke university and director of the duke Collaboratory  
for Classics Computing.
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seiiCHi suZuki
(Barbro Osher Pro Suecia Foundation Fellow)

stepHeN d. wHite
(National Endowment for the Humanities Fellow)

susaN wolf
(William C. and Ida Friday Fellow)

seiichi suzuki spent the year completing his comprehensive 
volume on The Meters of Old Norse Eddic Poetry: Common 
Germanic Inheritance and North Germanic Innovation to be 
published by de gruyter. suzuki is professor of old germanic 
studies at kansai gaidai university.

stephen d. white drafted two chapters of his book Royal 
Violence in Medieval England and completed Picturing the Fall 
of the English: The Bayeux Embroidery and the Abbey of St. 
Augustine’s, Canterbury which he coauthored. He also wrote 
“legal satire on the bayeux embroidery” for Law and Disputing  
in the Middle Ages and “the feelings in the feud” for Disputing 
Strategies in Medieval Scandinavia. white is asa g. Candler  
professor of medieval History at emory university.

susan wolf wrote the introduction for a book she coedited, 
Understanding Love: Philosophy, Film, and Fiction (oxford 
university press, forthcoming 2014); completed “the  
significance of doomsday” to appear in samuel scheffler,  
Death and the Afterlife; wrote “responsibility, moral and otherwise” 
for Inquiry; and made progress on “Character and responsibility.” 
wolf is edna j. koury distinguished professor of philosophy  
at the university of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.



jaNet browNe 
History of science, Harvard university | spring

kate gilbert 
History, independent scholar

eZra greeNspaN 
english, southern methodist university | fall

arata Hamawaki 
philosophy, auburn university

mario klarer 
american studies, university of innsbruck

elleN mclarNey 
asian and middle eastern studies, duke university | fall

tHomas pfau 
english and german, duke university | spring

bruCe rusk 
asian studies, Cornell university | spring

witH tHe approval of tHe trustees’ Committee 

oN sCHolarly programs, tHese sCHolars were 

also iN resideNCe duriNg tHe 2012–13 aCademiC year: 
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statistiCs
Class of 2012–2013

Pictured: (l-r) Fellows Mario  
Klarer, Jairo Moreno, and  
trustee Leslie Fahrenkopf Foley
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Number oF FelloWs: 33

Gender  ages  rank
female 17 30–39   5 assistant professor 4
male   16 40–49 6 associate professor 10
  50–59 14 professor 17
  60–69 8 independent scholar   2
      

DisCipliNes: 33
Anthropology ........................................ 1
art History ............................................2
Classics .................................................1
english..................................................8
History ................................................11
linguistics ............................................1
musicology ...........................................1
philosophy ............................................6
religion ................................................1
scandinavian studies ...........................1

GeoGraphiC represeNTaTioN
united states
27 scholars from 17 states
alabama................................................1
Colorado ...............................................1
district of Columbia .............................2
florida ..................................................1
georgia .................................................1
illinois ...................................................1
indiana .................................................1
kentucky ...............................................1
massachusetts ......................................2
New york ..............................................1
North Carolina ......................................8
ohio ......................................................2
pennsylvania.........................................1
rhode island ........................................1
tennessee .............................................1
texas ....................................................1
virginia .................................................1

oTher NaTioNs
6 scholars from 5 other nations
Canada ..................................................1
france ...................................................1
Hungary ................................................1
japan ....................................................1
united kingdom ...................................2

iNsTiTuTioNs: 21
auburn university ................................1
boston university .................................1
brown university ..................................1
College of william and mary ................1
Columbia university .............................1
duke university ....................................3
emory university ..................................1
florida state university ........................1
indiana university, bloomington..........1
miami university ..................................1
mount Holyoke College ........................1
Northwestern university ......................1
ohio state university ...........................1
university of Colorado, boulder ...........1
university of kentucky .........................1
university of North Carolina  
   at Chapel Hill .....................................3
university of North Carolina  
   at greensboro ....................................1
university of pennsylvania ...................1
university of tennessee .......................1
university of texas, austin...................1
wake forest university ........................1

iNsTiTuTioNs iN oTher  
NaTioNs: 6
birkbeck College, university of london,  
   uk .....................................................1
Cambridge university, uk....................1
kansai gaidai university, japan ...........1
université paris diderot, sorbonne,  
   france ................................................1
university of british Columbia, Canada 1
university of szeged, Hungary ............1
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books by fellows  
published or added to the 

robert f. and margaret s. goheen 
Collection in 2012–2013
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bay, mia (john Hope franklin fellow, 2009–10) 

Freedom on My Mind: A History of African Americans with 

Documents. by deborah gray white, mia bay, and waldo 

martin, jr. boston: bedford/st. martin’s, 2013.

beduHN, jasoN david (robert f. and margaret s. goheen 

fellow, 2009–10) Augustine’s Manichaean Dilemma.  

vol. 2, Making a “Catholic” Self, 388–401 C.E. philadelphia:  

university of pennsylvania press, 2013.

berNsteiN, Neil w. (National endowment for the  

Humanities fellow, 2011–12) Ethics, Identity, and Community  

in Later Roman Declamation. New york: oxford university  

press, 2013.

brokaw, CyNtHia (Henry luce fellow, 2012–13), ed.  

The History of the Book in East Asia. edited by Cynthia brokaw 

and peter kornicki. the History of the book in the east.  

farnham, u.k.: ashgate, 2013.

bueHrer, tHeodore e. (william j. bouwsma fellow, 

2006–07), ed. Selected Works for Big Band, by mary lou  

williams. recent researches in american music, vol. 74;  

music of the united states of america, vol. 25. middleton, 

wisc.: published for the american musicological society  

by a–r editions, 2013.

CaNNadiNe, david (Hurford family fellow, 2005–06)  

The Undivided Past: Humanity Beyond Our Differences.  

New york: alfred a. knopf, 2013.

CaytoN, aNdrew (frank H. kenan fellow, 2012–13) Love 

in the Time of Revolution: Transatlantic Literary Radicalism and 

Historical Change, 1793–1818. Chapel Hill: published for the 

omohundro institute of early american History and Culture,  

williamsburg, va., by the university of North Carolina press, 2013.
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CoCHraN, sHermaN (Henry luce fellow, 2002–03)  

The Lius of Shanghai. by sherman Cochran and andrew Hsieh. 

Cambridge, mass.: Harvard university press, 2013.

ComstoCk, gary l. (autonomy, singularity, Creativity  

fellow, 2007–08, 2008–09)  Research Ethics: A Philosophical 

Guide to the Responsible Conduct of Research. Cambridge:  

Cambridge university press, 2012.

Cook, sCott (burkhardt fellow of the american Council  

of learned societies, 2005–06) Bamboo Texts of the Guodian: A 

Study and Complete Translation. 2 vols. Cornell east asia series, 

nos. 164, 165. ithaca: Cornell east asia program, 2012.

eHrmaN, bart d. (frank H. kenan fellow, 2009–10) Forgery 

and Counterforgery: The Use of Literary Deceit in Early Christian 

Polemics. New york: oxford university press, 2012.

fiege, mark (walter Hines page fellow*, 2005–06)  

The Republic of Nature: An Environmental History of the  

United States. weyerhaeuser environmental books. seattle:  

university of washington press, 2012.

gökNar, erdağ m. (benjamin N. duke fellow*, 2007–08) 

Orhan Pamuk, Secularism and Blasphemy: The Politics of the  

Turkish Novel. New york: routledge, 2013.

greeNe, jaCk p. (josephus daniels fellow*, 2009–10)  

evaluating empire and Confronting Colonialism in eighteenth–

Century britain. Cambridge: Cambridge university press, 2013.

greeNspaN, eZra (john Hope franklin fellow, 2011–12) 

Book History. vol. 15. edited by ezra greenspan and jonathan 

rose. university park, penn.: pennsylvania state university 

press, 2012.
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HumpHreys, margaret (burkhardt fellow of the american 

Council of learned societies, 2004–05) Marrow of Tragedy:  

The Health Crisis of the American Civil War. baltimore: johns 

Hopkins university press, 2013.

kelly, gaviN (robert f. and margaret s. goheen fellow, 

2010–11), ed. New Approaches to Sidonius Apollinaris. edited by 

johannes a. van waarden and gavin kelly. late antique History 

and religion, 7. leuven: peeters, 2013.

keNNedy, daNe keitH (birkelund fellow, 2010–11)  

The Last Blank Spaces: Exploring Africa and Australia. Cambridge, 

mass.: Harvard university press, 2013.

klarer, mario (resident associate, 2012–13)  

Literaturgeschichte der USA [a literary History of the usa].  

munich: C. H. beck, 2013.

maNsfield, eliZabetH C. (jessie ball dupont fellow, 

2008–09), ed. Seeing Satire in the Eighteenth Century. edited  

by elizabeth C. mansfield and kelly malone. sveC 2013:02. 

oxford: voltaire foundation, university of oxford, 2013.

morse, rutH (Carl and lilly pforzheimer foundation  

fellow, 2012–13), ed. Medieval Shakespeare: Pasts and Presents. 

edited by ruth morse, Helen Cooper, and peter Holland.  

Cambridge: Cambridge university press, 2013.

NaideN, f. s. (john g. medlin fellow, 2010–11) Smoke Signals 

for the Gods: Ancient Greek Sacrifice from the Archaic through  

Roman Periods. New york: oxford university press, 2013.

———, ed. Greek and Roman Animal Sacrifice: Ancient Victims, 

Modern Observers. edited by Christopher a. faraone and  

f. s. Naiden. Cambridge: Cambridge university press, 2012.
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pattersoN, daNiel w. (frank H. kenan fellow,  

1997–98) The True Image: Gravestone Art and the Culture  

of Scotch Irish Settlers in the Pennsylvania and Carolina  

Backcountry. richard Hampton jenrette series in architecture 

and the decorative arts. Chapel Hill: university of North  

Carolina press, 2012.

paul, l. a. (frank H. kenan fellow, 2011–12) Causation:  

A User’s Guide. by l. a. paul and Ned Hall. oxford: oxford  

university press, 2013.

riCHtarik, marilyNN (walter Hines page fellow*,  

1998–99) Stewart Parker: A Life. New york: oxford university 

press, 2012.

sabeaN, david warreN (autonomy, singularity,  

Creativity fellow, 2008–09), ed. Blood and Kinship: Matter  

for Metaphor from Ancient Rome to the Present. edited by  

Christopher H. johnson, bernhard jussen, david warren sabean, 

and simon teuscher. New york: berghahn books, 2013.

sadegHi, beHNam (frank H. kenan fellow, 2010–11)  

The Logic of Law Making in Islam: Women and Prayer in the  

Legal Tradition. Cambridge studies in islamic Civilization.  

Cambridge: Cambridge university press, 2013.

starkey, katHryN (Horace w. goldsmith fellow,  

2008–09) A Courtier’s Mirror: Cultivating Elite Identity in  

Thomasin Von Zerclaere’s “Welscher Gast.” Notre dame, ind.: 

university of Notre dame press, 2013.
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tameN, miguel (rockefeller fellow, 2010–11) What Art Is Like, In Constant  

Reference to the Alice Books. Cambridge, mass.: Harvard university press, 2012.

tuttle, leslie (gould foundation fellow, 2010–11), ed. Dreams, Dreamers, and 

Visions: The Early Modern Atlantic World. edited by ann marie plane and leslie tuttle. 

philadelphia: university of pennsylvania press, 2013.

yousef, NaNCy (National endowment for the Humanities fellow, 2006–07)  

Romantic Intimacy. stanford: stanford university press, 2013.
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Education Programs

semiNars suCH as [tHe CeNter’s] offer teaCHers aN opportuNity to 

refresH tHemselves iNtelleCtually, aNd tHey offer Hope tHat tHere 

really are elemeNts aNd deptH to teaCHiNg aNd learNiNg tHat are 

Not to be assoCiated witH eNd–of–Course tests.

                                                –Ken Davenport, Athens Drive High School (Raleigh, NC)
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if 
there is one thing that characterizes 
our education programs, it is their 
steady evolution. they began in 1984 
with a summer institute for twenty 

teachers who lived within commuting distance 
of the Center. the following summer the 
institute became a statewide residential 
program, then in 1986 a national program.  
a few years later we began disseminating the 
content of the institutes online. first there was 
TeacherServe®, a collection of essays on topics 
that arise in high school american history and 
literature classes. then there were teaching 
anthologies that illuminated dozens of primary 
sources with notes and discussion questions, 
and now there are lessons that position single 
texts for teaching through close reading. 
while our online content resources grew, our 
institutes migrated to the web, becoming live 
online professional development seminars 
delivered over conferencing software. the 
evolution begun twenty–nine years ago continues 
today as we are making our online resources 
more engaging by turning them into interactive 
learning modules. 

in 2012–13 we offered thirty–two online 
seminars on topics ranging from deism and 
the founding of the united states to winslow 
Homer’s Civil war art to the fiction of flannery 
o’Connor. many of the seminars directly 
addressed the Common Core state standards 
by focusing on close reading, an important 
strategy in achieving the Common Core goal  
of inculcating sophisticated literacy for career 
and college. indeed, we even developed  
a two–part seminar that focused on the  
techniques of close reading, which we are  
now recasting as an interactive module. the 
average seminar attendance rose from about 
35 in 2011–12 to over 45 in 2012–13 (+28%), 
with a record attendance of 76 for a seminar 

on The Great Gatsby. overall, our seminars 
enrolled 2,788 teachers in 46 states, up from 
our 2011–12 total of 2,279 (+22%). 

in November of 2012 we unveiled Becoming 
Modern: America in the 1920s, an online 
teaching anthology that includes over 200 
texts—poems, short stories, newspaper and 
magazine articles, novel excerpts, animations, 
political cartoons, audio material, and visual 
images—many of them made available on the 
web for the first time. by the spring of 2013 it 
was attracting about 40,000 page loads per 
month and was on its way to becoming one of 
the most popular of the Center’s ten anthologies. 

once Becoming Modern was uploaded, we 
turned our attention to expanding our collection 
of online lessons. typically, a lesson contextualizes 
a document with a background note and then 
explores the text through fine-grained  
questions that illuminate its internal workings 
and invite interpretation. recent lessons have 
drawn on texts in Becoming Modern to explore 
the role Charles lindbergh played in the 
cultural wars of the 1920s, the airplane as a 
symbol of modernism, and the impact of that 
troubling new—in the 1920s—technology of 
commercial radio. 

in the latest evolutionary turn we are exploring 
the possibilities of e–learning software, technology 
that enables users to create sophisticated 
instructional modules, featuring such  
enhancements as interactivity, animation, 
video, and narration. with it we will enrich our 
lessons and make seminar content available 
beyond the real–time seminar presentations. 

in 2012–13 we continued the jessie ball 
dupont summer seminars for liberal arts 
College faculty with two programs that ran 
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from june 3 to 22, 2012. in “ ‘use them all’: the  
Humanities and environmental study” Center 
fellow james engell (2010–11), the gurney 
professor of english and professor of Comparative 
literature at Harvard, “used” the humanities  
to address several crucial yet problematic  
environmental topics, each one incapable of 
being defined or circumscribed by a single  
mode of knowledge or inquiry, topics like climate 
change, energy, sustainability, wilderness, and 
ecosystem conservation and restoration. (the 
seminar’s title comes from the response made  
by william d. ruckelshaus, the first head of the 
environmental protection agency, when he 
discovered that law was not the only discipline 
applicable to environmental issues. “use them 
all,” he declared.) in “there’s more to it: what 
early Christian apocrypha Can tell us about 
Christianity” Center fellow bart ehrman (2009 – 10), 
the james a. gray distinguished professor of 
religious studies at uNC–Chapel Hill, explored early Christian apocrypha that include gospels 
describing the life and teachings of jesus, acts narrating the activities and adventures of his 
disciples after his death, epistles forged in the names of his apostles, and apocalypses providing 
authoritative accounts of the end of the age or the fate of the soul after death. the seminar asked 
how and why these texts were left out of the biblical canon, and the effect they might have had 
on the development of Christianity had they been included.

*For comparison, this chart documents use in the 
3rd week of September each year
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Human Rights and the Humanities

tHe very existeNCe of tHe NatioNal HumaNities CeNter testifies to a 

CommuNity of CoNCerN for tHe HumaNities.  for us all to Come togetHer 

symboliCally affirms a sHared CoNviCtioN tHat tHe life of tHe miNd, of 

readiNg aNd writiNg aNd tHiNkiNg aNd talkiNg, really matters.

  – Patricia Meyer Spacks, NHC trustee emerita and Fellow (1982–83; 1988–89)

Trustee emerita Jean Bethke Elshtain 
(Fellow 2000-01), seen here, died in 
August of 2013. The conference was 
one of her final public appearances.
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on 
march 21–22, 2013 the Center hosted its second annual conference on  
“Human rights and the Humanities” as part of its multiyear, multidisciplinary 
initiative to focus scholarly attention, particularly in humanities fields, on the 
important and contentious subject of human rights.

participants in the 2013 conference came from institutions across North america, europe,  
israel, and China to consider questions surrounding the role of state actors in negotiating,  
establishing, protecting, and adjudicating human rights concerns within and across borders. 
speakers included

the conference began with a keynote address 
by michael ignatieff, former leader of  Canada’s 
liberal party, with a response from philosopher 
jean bethke elshtain*(pictured above left), who 
discussed the complex moral and political 
considerations involved in determining when, 
and how best, to intervene in human rights crises.

panels on the following day included lively 
discussions on the relative importance  
of democracy in assuring human rights in 
different contexts, the history and challenges 
of accountability for genocide and war crimes, 
and the importance of human dignity and 
respect for the individual in the genealogy of 
human rights. the conference concluded with 
a talk by wang Hui on “rethinking equality” 
with a response from david wong.

for the second year, conference speakers met 
on the day after the conference to contribute 
their thoughts regarding the digital resource 
for college and university teachers that is also 
planned as a part of the initiative. this website, 
modeled after the Center’s america in Class™ 
primary source archives, will include a range 
of pedagogical tools for college–level instruction 
and will be available free of charge.

the “Human rights and the Humanities” 
initiative has been made possible through the 
generous support of the research triangle 
foundation of North Carolina, duke university, 
North Carolina state university, the university 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the  
Carnegie Corporation of New york.

DaNiel bell
tsinghua university (beijing) and shanghai   
jiaotong university

aNaT bileTzki
Quinnipiac university and tel aviv university

ChrisTopher broWNiNG
university of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

JeaN beThke elshTaiN
university of Chicago and 
 georgetown university

CaTheriNe GallaGher
university of California, berkeley

miChael iGNaTieFF
university of toronto and 
 Harvard kennedy school

haNs Joas
university of freiburg and university of Chicago

beN kierNaN
yale university

Thomas laqueur
university of California, berkeley

roberT posT
yale university law school

WaNG hui
tsinghua university

riCharD WilsoN
university of Connecticut

DaviD WoNG
duke university
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Financial Statements

tHe HumaNities are tHe fouNdatioN of tHe values, freedoms, aNd Civility  

of soCiety. exCelleNCe iN tHe sCHolarsHip aNd teaCHiNg of tHese  

disCipliNes is CritiCally importaNt iN aN era wHeN rapid advaNCes iN tHe 

pHysiCal sCieNCes aNd iNformatioN teCHNology are profouNdly alteriNg 

life aNd preseNtiNg New moral QuestioNs aNd dilemmas.

                                                                                – John G. Medlin, Jr. (Trustee 1990–2005)

Pictured above: Trustee Merril M. Halpern
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sTaTemeNTs oF FiNaNCial posiTioN
June 30, 2013 and 2012

asseTs 2013  2012

CurreNt assets:

 Cash and equivalents  $ 544,051  $ 1,405,893

 accounts receivable  2,701  9,147

 grants receivable, current maturity  1,003,574  1,021,589

 promises to give – annual fund  2,590  12,550

 prepaid expenses  24,822  24,262

  ToTal CurreNT asseTs  1,577,738  2,473,441

property aNd eQuipmeNt, Net  625,873  620,277

NoNCurreNt assets:

 investments  70,397,720  6 2,328,564

 grants receivable, net current maturity 439,412      75,000 

 promises to give – endowment 382,512  535,954

  ToTal NoNCurreNT asseTs  71,219,644  6 2,939,518

   ToTal asseTs  $ 73,423,255  $ 6 6,033,236

liabiliTies aND NeT asseTs   

CurreNt liabilities:

 accounts payable and accrued expenses  $ 167, 284  $ 1 82, 423

 Current portion of lease payable  3,621  –

  ToTal CurreNT liabiliTies  170,905  1 82,423

Note payable, Net of CurreNt maturity  20,287  –

  ToTal liabiliTies  191,192  1 82,423

Net assets:

 unrestricted  942,605  1 ,019,177

 temporarily restricted  22,500,387  1 8,085,348

 permanently restricted  49,789,071  4 6,746,288

  ToTal NeT asseTs  73,232,063  6 5,850,813

   ToTal liabiliTies aND NeT asseTs  $ 73,423,255  $ 6 6,033,236
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sTaTemeNT oF aCTiviTies aND ChaNGes iN NeT asseTs
for the year ended june 30, 2013 (with comparative totals for the year ended june 30, 2012)
          
     Temporarily permanently  2013  2012
    unrestricted  restricted  restricted  Totals  Totals

support aNd reveNue:

 Contributions, gifts and, grants  $ 639,350  $ 1,484,198  $ 3,042,783  $ 5,166,331  $ 3,040,876

 investment income  –  2,714,187  –  2,714,187  2,754,214

 realized loss on investments  (1,017)  –  –  (1,017)  (286)

 unrealized gain (loss) on investments  –  4,807,879  –  4,807,879  (2,594,278)

 Consulting and conference income  33,200  –  –  33,200  47,922

 miscellaneous income  5,853  –  –  5,853  158

 in–kind contributions  466,888  –  –  466,888  473,606

    1,144,274  9,006,264  3,042,783  1 3,193,321  3,722,212

 Net assets released from restrictions  4,591,225  (4,591,225)  –  –  –

  ToTal supporT aND reveNue  5,735,499  4,415,039  3,042,783  1 3,193,321  3,722,212

expeNses:

 program services:

  fellowship programs  3,043,791  –  –  3,043,791  2,935,579

  education programs  1,487,361  –  –  1,487,361  1,523,167

  Communications  263,939  –  –  263,939  259,239

   total program services  4,795,091  –  –  4 ,795,091  4,717,985

 supporting services:

  management and general  550,585  –  –  550,585  539,183

  fundraising  465,380  –  –  465,380  539,568

   total supporting services  1,015,965  –  –  1,015,965  1,078,751

subtotal expeNses  5,811,056  –  –  5,811,056  5,796,736

losses from bad debts  1,015  –  –  1,015  8,668

   ToTal eXpeNses  5,812,071  –  –  5,812,071  5,805,404

CHaNges iN Net assets  (76,572)  4,415,039  3,042,783  7,381,250  (2,083,192)

NeT asseTs – beGiNNiNG oF year  1,019,177  18,085,348  46,746,288  6 5,850,813  67,934,005

NeT asseTs – eND oF year  $ 942,605  $ 22,500,387  $ 49,789,071  $ 73,232,063  $ 65,850,813
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sTaTemeNT oF aCTiviTies aND ChaNGes iN NeT asseTs
for the year ended june 30, 2013 (with comparative totals for the year ended june 30, 2012)
          
     Temporarily permanently  2013  2012
    unrestricted  restricted  restricted  Totals  Totals

support aNd reveNue:

 Contributions, gifts and, grants  $ 639,350  $ 1,484,198  $ 3,042,783  $ 5,166,331  $ 3,040,876

 investment income  –  2,714,187  –  2,714,187  2,754,214

 realized loss on investments  (1,017)  –  –  (1,017)  (286)

 unrealized gain (loss) on investments  –  4,807,879  –  4,807,879  (2,594,278)

 Consulting and conference income  33,200  –  –  33,200  47,922

 miscellaneous income  5,853  –  –  5,853  158

 in–kind contributions  466,888  –  –  466,888  473,606

    1,144,274  9,006,264  3,042,783  1 3,193,321  3,722,212

 Net assets released from restrictions  4,591,225  (4,591,225)  –  –  –

  ToTal supporT aND reveNue  5,735,499  4,415,039  3,042,783  1 3,193,321  3,722,212

expeNses:

 program services:

  fellowship programs  3,043,791  –  –  3,043,791  2,935,579

  education programs  1,487,361  –  –  1,487,361  1,523,167

  Communications  263,939  –  –  263,939  259,239

   total program services  4,795,091  –  –  4 ,795,091  4,717,985

 supporting services:

  management and general  550,585  –  –  550,585  539,183

  fundraising  465,380  –  –  465,380  539,568

   total supporting services  1,015,965  –  –  1,015,965  1,078,751

subtotal expeNses  5,811,056  –  –  5,811,056  5,796,736

losses from bad debts  1,015  –  –  1,015  8,668

   ToTal eXpeNses  5,812,071  –  –  5,812,071  5,805,404

CHaNges iN Net assets  (76,572)  4,415,039  3,042,783  7,381,250  (2,083,192)

NeT asseTs – beGiNNiNG oF year  1,019,177  18,085,348  46,746,288  6 5,850,813  67,934,005

NeT asseTs – eND oF year  $ 942,605  $ 22,500,387  $ 49,789,071  $ 73,232,063  $ 65,850,813
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Supporting the Center

tHe CeNter Creates aN eNviroNmeNt iN wHiCH you’re free to tHiNk, to ask 

QuestioNs, to learN from sCHolars outside your field. at a speCialiZed  

researCH iNstitutioN or baCk Home, you’re surrouNded by people wHo  

eitHer kNow your work or Have a perspeCtive similar to yours.

                          – Deborah Harkness, University of Southern California and Fellow (2004–05)

Pictured above: Ruth W. and A. Morris Williams, Jr.
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as well as grants and gifts to the Center’s 
endowment, are counted toward the  
campaign total.

on the following pages are a recap of campaign 
progress, a summary of annual and endowment 
giving from july 1, 2012 to june 30, 2013, and 
a list of individuals, corporations, foundations, 
and other institutions that provided annual or 
endowment support during the year.

in addition to the institutions, trustees,  
fellows, and other friends noted in this 
section, the Center is also grateful to duke 
university, North Carolina state university, 
and the university of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill for their library and technical assistance.

the 
National Humanities 
Center is an indepen-
dent, privately  
incorporated institute 

supported by grants and contributions from 
individuals, corporations, foundations,  
universities, and other institutions, as well  
as other public and private sources.

the Center also has a permanent endowment, 
valued at $70,397,720 on june 30, 2013,  
that provided expendable income covering 
approximately 61 percent of its annual  
operating costs.

in july 2010 the Center launched a comprehensive 
capital campaign to raise $13 million.  
Contributions to the Center’s annual fund,  

aNNual GiviNG summary
Corporations, private foundations, and similar sources ............................................... $1,494,786
duke university, North Carolina state university,
and the university of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ........................................................ $160,000

annual Fund individual Gifts participation rate amount
Current, past, and 
emeritus trustees

66 67% $342,593

fellows 280 28% $68,617

friends 103 N/a $68,307

totals 449 $479,367
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The Campaign for the
National Humanities Center

and Annual Giving
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for the past three years the Center has been 
conducting a capital campaign to increase  
the resources available for its fellowship, 
education, and outreach programs. 

through this campaign, the Center seeks to 
solidify its position as the leading independent 
research institute for the humanities in the 
world. specifically, it seeks to secure the  
quality and independence of its fellowship 
program by increasing the number of endowed 
fellowships it offers, and ensuring that those 
fellowships are suitably funded; complete its 
extensive library of digital resources for 
teaching american history and culture and 
double the size of its highly successful online 
seminar program; extend strategic outreach 
programs that bring together the academic 
community and the general public to explore 

important subjects through the lens of current 
humanities scholarship; and provide immediate, 
unrestricted support for day–to–day operations 
through the Center’s annual fund.
  
as of june 30, 2013 the Campaign had raised 
over $15 million and made significant progress 
toward several of its objectives, including 
completing the endowment for four new 
fellowships. a list of all contributors to the 
campaign during the past twelve months can 
be found on pages 50–55.

additional information about the Campaign, 
including details about giving opportunities, is 
available at the website nhccampaign.org or by 
contacting Carol vorhaus, director of development, 
by e-mail cvorhaus@nationalhumanitiescenter.org 
or phone (919)406–0101. 

Gifts made to the Center’s endowment, term grants, and annual fund gifts are counted toward campaign goals. 

by the Numbers
total dollars raised (as of 6/30/13) $15.76 million

*Since the campaign launch, 
the Center has received a total 
of $1,336,200 in annual gifts  
from 1,337 generous contributors.
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Center supporters

Pictured L–R: Thomas Ross, William Moore, 
and Sandra Moore
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eNDoWmeNT GiFTs 2012–13

Fellows’ Fellowship

anonymous (2)
lynne rudder baker*
the barrington foundation, inc.
kalman p. bland* and 
 annabel j. wharton*
alan brinkley*
richard and Cynthia brodhead
w. bliss Carnochan
ruth e. Chang* and kit fine* 
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
edward H. Cohen*
james C. dobbins*
rachel blau duplessis*
robert s. duplessis* 
frances ferguson*
frances daly fergusson
judith ferster* 
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
ronald N. giere* and 
 barbara a. Hanawalt*
geoffrey g. Harpham
evelyn brooks Higginbotham*
dan* and Helen* Horowitz
j. paul Hunter*
william Chester jordan
Nannerl and robert* keohane
michael kulikowski*
Carla Hesse* and thomas 
 laqueur*
michelle massé*
barbara* and thomas* metcalf
francis oakley*
barbara N. ramusack* 
 in honor of Wendy Allanbrook*
joanne rappaport*
bruce redford*
Cara w. robertson*
patricia meyer spacks*
randolph starn*
sharon t. strocchia*
ellen stroud*
the teagle foundation inc.
d. x.*  and j. C. warner
david* and Carolyn wills
pauline r. yu

kent r. mullikin Fellowship

anonymous
professor Harlan r. beckley*
peter benoliel and willo Carey
Norman fiering*
matthew C. giancarlo*
john f. Heil*
donald r. kelley* and  
 bonnie g. smith*

david konstan*
philip d. schuyler*

ruth W. and a. morris Williams, 
Jr. Fellowship

ruth w. and a. morris williams, jr.

education endowment

barbara asch and jonathan weiss
j. H. lesher*
 in honor of Richard Schramm
abby and Howard milstein
patricia r. and thruston b. morton
Carl and betty pforzheimer
 in honor of Richard Schramm
sally and russell robinson

General endowment

peter benoliel and willo Carey
Carolyn and w. robert Connor
philip s. khoury
william m. moore, jr.   
Courtney lederer and  
 mark thierfelder
richard and jane levy
lawrence and lucy ricciardi

aNNual FuND 2012–13

Chairman’s Council – ($25,000 + )

jim and janet averill
Carl and betty pforzheimer

president’s Council – ($10,000+ )

john f. adams
barbara asch and jonathan weiss
peter benoliel and willo Carey
william d. Cohan
Cees de bruin
merril and dolores Halpern
jjr foundation of the jewish  
 Communal fund
Courtney lederer and 
 mark thierfelder
moore family fund of the  
 triangle Community foundation
patricia r. and thruston b. morton
elizabeth oberbeck
Cynthia and john C. o’Hara
C. allen parker
a. s. perry
lawrence and lucy ricciardi
Cara w. robertson*
tom scherer and georgia Nugent
robert k. steel family foundation
raymond j. wiacek

ruth w. and a. morris  
 williams, jr.
winokur family foundation

scholars Council – ($5,000 + )

gaylord and dorothy donnelley  
 foundation on behalf of  
 vivian donnelley
 in memory of Strachan Donnelley
vivian donnelley and the  
 strachan donnelley family trust
frances daly fergusson
franke family Charitable  
 foundation
shepard krech iii*
richard and jane levy
the stephen and suzanne weiss  
 foundation, inc.
john C. whitehead

Director’s Council/patron – 
($2,500+)

sally and russell robinson
winthrop a. short

Director’s Council/member – 
($1,000 + )

anonymous
fred w. anderson*
professor edna g. bay*
sarah beckwith*
john p. birkelund
Charles and archie blanchard
alan brinkley*
Cynthia j. brokaw*
joseph m. bryan, jr.
mary brown bullock
Caroline w. bynum
andrew Cayton*
Carol j. Clover*
Carolyn and w. robert Connor
jane Craven and bill kwapil
jonathan d. Culler* and  
 Cynthia Chase
professor emilie p. de luca
frances ferguson*
robert* and priscilla* ferguson
Catherine gallagher* and  
 martin jay*
jan goldstein* and  
 william sewell*
barbara f. greenspan
 in honor of Ezra Greenspan*
geoffrey g. Harpham
Cammie and barnes Hauptfuhrer
anna ragland Hayes
elizabeth* and Howard Helsinger
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Carla Hesse* and  
 thomas laqueur*
lynn Hunt and margaret jacob
william Chester jordan
robert* and Nannerl keohane
william g. lycan*
elizabeth mansfield*
kent and miriam mullikin
 in honor of Steven Marcus*  
 and Patricia Spacks*
Newman tanner foundation
francis oakley*
marilyn jacobs preyer and  
 l. richardson  preyer
suzy and alfred purrington
thomas e. Quay, esq., and  
 winnifred Cutler, ph.d.
jsr fund of the triangle  
 Community foundation
brenda deen schildgen*
benno C. schmidt, jr.
patricia meyer spacks*
Harriet and edson spencer fund  
 of the minneapolis foundation
philip* and joan* stewart
gordon teskey*
 in honor of Donald Teskey
Carol and jim vorhaus
mrs. rosaleen m. walsh
seth l. warner
 in memory of Emily Warner
martin j. wiener*
mr. r. peyton woodson, iii
 in memory of Martha A. Woodson
mr. and  mrs. edwin m. yoder jr.
 in memory of Richard B.R.  
 Webb and Roscoe S. Suddarth
pauline r. yu

benefactor – ($500 + )

kathryn j. burns*
david N. Cannadine* and  
 linda j. Colley*
randolph k. Clarke*
 in memory of Ruth Clarke
stefan Collini*
pepper and roddey dowd
gerald* and ida early
dyan H. elliott*
michael a. gillespie* and  
 Nancy s. Henley
keren Z. gorodeisky* and  
 arata Hamawaki
ezra greenspan*
pickett and bob guthrie
j. william Harris*
evelyn brooks Higginbotham*
angela k. Hodge, m.d.

michael ann Holly
john and martha Hsu
philip s. khoury
deidre lynch* and  
 thomas keirstead*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
steven marcus* and  
 gertrud lenzer*
rex* and donna martin
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
louis menand
dr. and mrs. assad meymandi
robert mitchell*
ruth morse*
Char and jim murphy
Carla s. Nappi* and bruce rusk
Huston paschal
robert  b. pippin
jeremy d. popkin*
robert C. post
ian N. proops*
donald reid* and Holly russell
mark richard* and Nancy bauer
Harriet ritvo*
Craige roberts* and  
 b. Chandrasekaran
martin j. rody
tom and susan ross
linda m. rupert*
philip rupprecht*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
yuichi shionoya*
terry smith*
don solomon and patrick Carroll
barry and winnifred* sullivan
ellyn and jimmy tanner
james l. van Cleve*
Helen vendler
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
professor emeritus Charles  
 m. weiss
ruth bernard yeazell*

sponsor – ($250 + )

anonymous (4)
m.H. abrams
anthony p. bale*
jane and daniel* bornstein
Henry and sory bowers
timothy* and susan breen
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
james buzard*
roger Chickering*
suzannah Clark*
Class of 2012–13* 
 in honor of the NHC staff
deborah Cohen*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin

patricia Curd*
lucy C. daniels
dick and marlene daugherty
the gladys krieble delmas  
 foundation 
 in recognition of  
 Stanley Chojnacki*
robert s. duplessis* and  
 rachel blau duplessis*
laura edwards* and  
 john mcallister
Carole and richard eisner
jean bethke elshtain*†

dr. and mrs. f. owen fitzgerald
ernestine friedl* and  
 merel H. Harmel
john and Nancy garman
maria georgopoulou*  
 and Christos Cabolis
mary ellis gibson* and  
 Charles d. orzech*
ronald N. giere* and  
 barbara a. Hanawalt*
alvin i. goldman*
ruth* and stephen grant fund of  
 triangle Community foundation
sharon Harley*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
thomas* and dorothy Haskell
julie C. Hayes*
james b. Hurlock
patricia ingham* and doug moore
richard janko*
larry eugene jones*
Charles and annette kahn
mario klarer* and  
 bernadette rangger
j. H. lesher*
lawrence* and joanna lipking
john matthews* and  
 veronika grimm
sarah maza*
philip* and deborah* Nord
james olney* and  
 laura o’Connor
byron l. and dolores e. b. parry
Hunter r. rawlings iii
bruce redford*
eliza and dav robertson
leah r. rosenberg*
 in honor of Sarah Payne
ellen ross*
david schoenbrun* and  
 kearsley stewart
richard and sharon schramm
donald m. scott*
sydney* and molly shoemaker
randolph starn*
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timothy tackett* and  
 Helen Chenut
dorothy* and john* thompson
stephanie and sean tucker
Henry s. turner* and  
 rebecca l. walkowitz*
raymond van dam*
d. x.*  and j. C. warner
Charles weinraub and emily kass
alexandra wettlaufer*
richard will*
 in memory of Wendy Allanbrook*
rosemary and smedes york
alex Zwerdling*

associate – ($100 + )

anonymous (16)
john j. allen*
Carla m. antonaccio*
lorraine aragon*
george e. ashley
dr. azizah al–Hibri*
lynne rudder baker*
ann baker and  
 michael lienesch*
edward j. balleisen*
evelyn barish*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
judith H. batten
mark and louise bernstein
paula C. blank*
tink and joe bolster
m. evan bonds*
Christopher* and sharyn brooks
judith a. byfield*
louis w. Cabot
w. bliss Carnochan
vincent* and patricia Carretta
robert and mary Carswell
seymour s. Cohen*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
joel Conarroe
 in honor of Geoffrey Harpham
rita m. Conner
walter H. Conser
david i. Copp*
paul b.* and margaret C.  
 Courtright
thomas r. Cripps*
john e. Crowley*
edwin m. Curley*
john and terrie davis
andrew* and dawn delbanco
gaurav desai* and supriya Nair
mr. and mrs. robert C. doherty
a. a. donohue*
william C.* and linda dowling
kathleen a. duval*

richard m. eaton*
georgia and morris* eaves
robert r. edwards* and  
 emily r. grosholz*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
judith evans–grubbs*
molly a. faries*
sarah b. farmer*
leon fink*
stanley fish* and jane tompkins*
jennifer fleissner* and  
 joshua kates
winfried* and brigitte fluck
jan fokkelman*
jaroslav t. folda*
marjorie diggs freeman
frank and Carole gailor
paula j. giddings*
art goldsmith and jan kaufman
eugene goodheart*
robert goodrich
lisa grabarek
vartan gregorian
marcel* and madelyn* gutwirth
sabine Hake*
fran and joe Hall
robertson Hatch
 in memory of Robert Goheen
john f. Heil*
judson s. Herrman*
Catherine a. Higgs*
mary l. Hill
marianne Hirsch* and  
 leo spitzer*
alfred Hornung*
margaret e. Humphreys*
peter jelavich*
sheridan w. johns*
gil joseph*
fred kaplan*
john* and joy* kasson
dane kennedy*
elizabeth kennedy* and  
 bobbi prebis
jeffrey r. kerr–ritchie*
dr. mary b. kilburn and  
 dr. eric ellwood
Claudia a. koonz*
maryanne kowaleski*
sanjay krishnan*
john kucich*
ewa kuryluk*
peter g. lake*
sanford a. lakoff*
george r. and faith f. lamplugh
joshua landy*
Nerys levy

marjorie and Quentin lindsey
joseph loewenstein* and  
 lynne tatlock
michael* and Nancy lofaro
pamela o. long*
townsend ludington*
lucinda Hardwick mackethan*
ted* and joby* margadant
sean mcCann*
tom and Colette mcCarty
terence mcintosh*
martin meisel*
Christia mercer*
gail minault*
Craig a. monson*
brenda murphy* and  
 george monteiro
lawrence* and margaret  
 victoria Nees
Christopher* and atsuko Nelson
mr. and mrs. philip Nelson
james w. Nickel*
josiah ober*
katherine o’brien o’keeffe*
sherry ortner* and  
 timothy taylor*
Ákos östör*
rudy and louise pariser
jann pasler*
james* and florence peacock
linda levy peck*
david s. peterson*
drs. peter and sophia petrusz
richard w. pfaff*
thomas pfau*
gerald j. postema*
andrews reath*
kenneth j. reckford
peter redfield and  
 silvia tomásková
marilynn richtarik* and  
 matt bolch
peter* and trudi riesenberg
david larkin robb
kellie p. robertson*
prof. lorraine Hale robinson
allan g. rodgers
w. j. rorabaugh*
amélie rorty*
ruth and david* sabean
Neal e. salisbury*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
david H. sanford*
tad* and louise schmaltz
ellen w. schrecker*
maxine semmel
 in memory of Bernard Semmel*
jon* and beverly sensbach
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david e. shi*
robert l. simon*
leonard v. smith*
joshua d. sosin*
robert and patricia spearman
philip a. stadter*
george and karin stephens
Charles w. stewart*
marjorie i. stone*
seiichi suzuki*
paul e. szarmach*
blair H. and lee d. temkin  
 family donor advised fund  
 of the jewish Community  
 foundation of the milwaukee  
 jewish federation, inc.
Hugh and judy tilson
Herbert f. tucker*
leslie tuttle* and jon earle
martha j. vicinus*
patricia waddy*
jerry w. ward, jr.*
karen k. waterman
 in honor of Geoffrey Harpham
Nan s. weiss
robert and marina whitman
kären e. wigen*
john f. wilson*
david wong* and  
 laura weisberg
dorothy C. wong*
Harold d. woodman*
mrs. anne m. wyatt-brown
 in memory of Bertram  
 Wyatt-Brown*
lawrence Zbikowski* and  
 victoria l. long

Friend – ($1.00 + )

anonymous (5)
allen and betty adams
michael C. alexander*
judith H. anderson*
professor james axtell
malcolm barber*
alan beyerchen*
jodi bilinkoff*
richard and Cynthia brodhead
Christopher r. browning*
john Carson*
edward e. Curtis iv*
sarah jane deutsch*
marie drew-bear*
gabrielle C. falk
david geggus*
phillip e. gladfelter
bernard goldstein
 in honor of Sarah Payne

rudolf k. Haerle, jr.*
grace e. Hale*
jacquelyn Hall*
william w. Hallo*
thomas j. Heffernan*
francis g. Heitmann
aline Helg*
james a. Henretta*
fred Colby Hobson, jr.*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
dr. john a. Hodgson*
robert and jean Hollander
jasper Hopkins*
phyllis whitman Hunter*
 in memory of Wendy Allanbrook*
jenann ismael*
randal maurice jelks*
g. ronald kastner, ph.d.
verdery and mary ann kerr
lloyd s. kramer*
raymond t. lamanna
susan H. langdon*
Carlton and emily lee
thomas m. lekan*
ray linville
michèle longino*
joseph luzzi*(NeH fellow  
 2004–05) and Helena baillie
teresita martinez-vergne*†
sucheta mazumdar*
martin* and Carolyn melosi
Nelson H. minnich*
 in honor of Kent Mullikin
katherine and jeff Neblett
mr. and mrs. david Neunert
frederick paxton* and  
 sylvia malizia
theda perdue*
 in memory of Bertram  
 Wyatt–Brown*
Cynthia radding*
erik k. redling*
john shelton reed, jr.* and  
 dale v. reed
eliza C. richards*
melvin richter*
david e. simpson*
susanne sreedhar*
richard talbert*
Helen e. ullrich, m.d.*
Clay C. whitehead, m.d.

Companies, Foundations, and 
institutional Gifts

the bank of america Charitable  
 foundation, inc.
Carnegie Corporation of  
 New york

duke university
Christian a. johnson  
 endeavor foundation
library of Congress teaching  
 with primary sources
the andrew w. mellon  
 foundation
National endowment for  
 the Humanities
North Carolina glaxosmithkline  
 foundation
North Carolina state university
the barbro osher pro  
 suecia foundation
research triangle foundation  
 of North Carolina
triangle universities Center 
 for advanced studies inc. 
university of North Carolina  
 at Chapel Hill

Companies and Foundations  
That matched annual Fund Gifts

anonymous
Carnegie Corporation of  
 New york
the dowd foundation
genworth foundation
glaxosmithkline foundation
ewing marion kauffman  
 foundation
the Henry luce foundation, inc.
pfizer foundation matching  
 gifts program
the rockefeller foundation
the teagle foundation inc.

Gifts in kind

including additions to the Robert H. 
and Margaret S. Goheen  
Collection of Books by Fellows

lluis barbé–duran*
daina r. berry*
theodore e. buehrer*
gary l. Comstock*
bart d. ehrman*
ellen gruber garvey*
erdağ m. göknar*
robert s. C. gordon*
Nina gourianova*
jack p. greene*
sabine Hake*
Howard, merrell & partners 
william C. jordan
dane k. kennedy*
mario klarer*
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joshua landy*
richard and jane levy
deborah j. lyons*
ruth morse*
fred s. Naiden*
North Carolina state university 
gerard passannante*
daniel w. patterson*
stephen j. pyne*
bruce r. redford*
marilynn j. richtarik*
joshua and julia ruch
Nigel smith*
miguel b. tamen*
triangle universities Center 
 for advanced studies inc. 
leslie r. tuttle*
gennifer s. weisenfeld*
Heather a. williams*
mary ann frese witt*

sawyer society members

The Sawyer Society recognizes 
those who have included a  
legacy gift to the Center in  
their estate plans.

anonymous
professor edna g. bay*
peter benoliel
w. robert Connor
mr.† and mrs. r. f. goheen
merril Halpern
robert and jean Hollander
john b. Hurford†
jenann ismael*
g. ronald kastner, ph.d.
john king*
shepard krech iii*
Hope lacy†
mrs. Nancy lewis
sheila m. lund†
professor louise mcreynolds*
john g. medlin, jr.†
william m. moore, jr.
john e. sawyer†
david e. shi*
mrs. rosaleen m. walsh
seth l. warner
marjorie C. woods*

Trustee Cees de Bruin with Fellow Catherine Higgs

We make every effort to be accurate in  
our lists of donors; please notify us of  
any errors in spelling or attribution.

(l-r) Trustees Raymond J. Wiacek, Richard Levy, and Shepard Krech III

Emeritus trustees Carl H. Pforzheimer III and Patricia Meyer Spacks
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Staff of the Center as of June 30, 2013

“tHe NatioNal HumaNities CeNter plays a very importaNt role iN today’s  

sCHolarly world.  it is Not tHe oNly CeNter devoted to sCHolarly researCH,  

of Course.  but it is tHe oNly oNe devoted speCifiCally to tHe HumaNities— 

to fields tHat survive solely tHrougH tHe efforts of tHose wHo are  

Committed to tHem aNd Not beCause of aNy obvious eCoNomiC or poliCy  

utility.  it provides a model of a seNsitive, HumaNe, aNd geNerous  

sCHolarly CommuNity.”

                                                                      – Alan Brinkley, NHC board chair (Fellow 1988-89)

Librarian Jean Houston 
with Kevin Jenkins, 
UNC library services
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aDmiNisTraTioN

geoffrey Harpham
President and Director

barbara mormile
Executive Assistant to the Director

FiNaNCe aND operaTioNs

stephanie tucker
Chief Financial Officer

kendra adipietro
Receptionist and Staff Assistant

matt Carroll
Building Engineer

joel elliott
Information Technology Specialist

jim getkin
Dining Room Manager

lesley orr
Receptionist and Staff Assistant

lynwood parrish
Controller

tom reed
Dining Room Staff

pat schreiber
Operations Manager

felisha wilson
Staff Accountant

CommuNiCaTioNs aND DevelopmeNT

Carol vorhaus
Director of Development

martha johnson
Executive Assistant for Communications  
and Development

don solomon
Director of Communications

FelloWship proGram

elizabeth mansfield
Vice President for Scholarly Programs

marie brubaker
Fellowship/Education Administrative Assistant

karen Carroll
Coordinator of Editorial Services

lois p. whittington
Coordinator of Fellowship Program

library

eliza robertson
Director of the Library

brooke andrade
Associate Librarian for Interlibrary Loan  
and Reference

jean Houston
Associate Librarian for Circulation

eDuCaTioN proGrams

richard r. schramm
Vice President for Education Programs

Caryn koplik
Assistant Director for Education Programs /  
Marketing

linda morgan
Website Administrator

marianne wason
Assistant Director of Education Programs /  
Online Resources
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Board of Trustees as of June 30, 2013

tHe HumaNities aNd soCial sCieNCes are Not merely eleCtive, Nor are tHey 

elite or elitist. tHey go beyoNd tHe immediate aNd iNstrumeNtal to Help 

us uNderstaNd tHe past aNd tHe future. tHey are NeCessary aNd tHey  

reQuire our support iN CHalleNgiNg times as well as iN times of prosperity. 

– from “The Heart of the Matter” Report of the Commission on Humanities and Social Sciences

Michael Ann Holly
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oFFiCers

alaN briNkley* (Chairman),  
allan Nevins professor of american 
History, Columbia university

geoffrey g. HarpHam (president),  
director, National Humanities Center

peter a. beNoliel (vice Chairman),  
Chairman emeritus, Quaker Chemical 
Corporation, Conshohocken, pa

steveN marCus* (vice Chairman),  
george delacorte professor emeritus in 
the Humanities, Columbia university

joHN f. adams (secretary), private 
investor, kenilworth, il

merril m. HalperN (treasurer),  
Chairman emeritus of Charterhouse 
group international, New york, Ny

james H. averill, retired partner, 
wellington management Company, 
radnor, pa

riCHard H. brodHead, president, 
duke university

mary browN bulloCk,  
distinguished visiting professor of 
China studies, emory university

william d. CoHaN, author and  
journalist; Contributing editor,  
vanity fair, New york, Ny

Cees j. de bruiN, Chairman, 
indofin group, rotterdam,  
the Netherlands

gerald l. early*, merle kling 
professor of modern letters, 
washington university in st. louis

leslie faHreNkopf foley,  
attorney, greenwich, Ct

fraNCes fergusoN*, ann l. and 
lawrence b. buttenwieser professor 
of english, university of Chicago

CatHeriNe gallagHer*, eggers 
professor of english literature emerita, 
university of California, berkeley

keviN gutHrie, president, itHaka/
jstor, New york, Ny

miCHael aNN Holly, director of 
research and academic programs, 
Clark art institute, williamstown, ma

william C. jordaN•, Dayton–
stockton professor of History,  
princeton university

pHilip s. kHoury, ford international 
professor of History, associate 
provost, mit, Cambridge, ma

sHepard kreCH iii *•, Professor  
emeritus, anthropology, brown 
university

tHomas laQueur*, Helen fawcett 
distinguished professor of History, 
university of California, berkeley

riCHard levy, president, H.b.d., 
inc., greensboro, NC

louis meNaNd, anne t. and robert 
m. bass professor of english, Harvard 
university

patriCia r. mortoN•, Founder, 
prm advisors, Charlotte, NC

eliZabetH birkeluNd oberbeCk,  
author, greenwich, Ct

joHN o’Hara, managing director 
and senior advisor, rockefeller 
financial, New york, Ny

C. alleN parker, presiding partner 
of Cravath, swaine & moore llp,  
New york, Ny

robert b. pippiN, evelyn stefansson 
Nef professor of philosophy, 
university of Chicago

bruCe redford*, university 
professor and professor of art History 
and english, boston university

lawreNCe r. riCCiardi, senior 
advisor: ibm Corp., jones day, and 
lazard frères & Co., llC, greenwich, Ct

Cara w. robertsoN*, independent 
scholar and attorney, santa monica, Ca

sally daltoN robiNsoN•,  
Charlotte, NC

tHomas w. ross, president,  
the university of North Carolina

josHua ruCH, managing partner,  
rHo Capital partners, New york, Ny

tHomas sCHerer•, Deputy General 
Counsel, american international 
group, inc., New york, Ny

diaNa soreNseN, dean for the arts 
and Humanities, Harvard university

mark e. tHierfelder, partner, 
dechert, llp, New york, Ny

joNatHaN g. weiss, Co–Head, 
investment banking & Capital 
markets, wells fargo securities, llC, 
New york, Ny

raymoNd j. wiaCek, partner, jones 
day, washington, dC

a. morris williams, jr., president, 
williams & Company, west  
Conshohocken, pa

Herbert s. wiNokur, jr.•,  
Chairman and Chief executive officer, 
Capricorn Holdings, inc., greenwich, Ct

pauliNe r. yu, president, american 
Council of learned societies,  
New york, Ny

emeriTus TrusTees
meyer H. abrams
john p. birkelund
Caroline walker bynum
w. robert Connor
andrew H. delbanco*
blair w. effron
jean bethke elshtain*†
gertrude Himmelfarb
robert Hollander
william e. leuchtenburg*
steven marcus*
martin e. marty
assad meymandi, md, phd, dlfapa
william m. moore, jr.
francis oakley*
Colin a. palmer*
Carl H. pforzheimer iii
beno C. schmidt, jr.
anne firor scott*
john r. searle 
isaac shapiro
patricia meyer spacks

FouNDers
meyer H. abrams
morton bloomfield†
frederick burkhardt†
Charles frankel†, founding director,  
 1977–79
the Honorable robert f. goheen†
steven marcus*
Henry Nash smith†
gregory vlastos*†
john voss†
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